**Answers**

**Is everything in order? Challenge 1**

1. accept, adopt, best, chin, ghost, knot
2. a) maximum, meeting, motion, mutiny, mystery
   b) slack, sleepy, slender, slippery, slow
   c) theirs, them, then, these, they
3. pocket, pockmark, pod, podgy, podium, poetry, pogrom, poignant, point, point-blank, pointed, pointless, point of view, poised

**Is everything in order? Super Challenge 1**

1. a) biopsy, chilly, chintz
   b) abstemious, facetious
2. a) sea anemone, seaboard, seam, seamanship, seaport, search, searchlight, search warrant, seascape, seasonal, seasoning, season ticket, seating
   b) Admiral Nelson

**What do you mean? Challenge 2**

1. a) any of the numbers from 0-9; a finger or a toe
   b) show or prove something; take part in a demonstration
   c) a written or printed paper giving information or evidence about something; a computer file that contains text or images and that has a name
   d) a series of pictures or events in a sleeping person’s mind; something imagined, an ambition or ideal
   e) make a person or thing look different in order to deceive people; conceal your feelings
2. a) school    b) hamper    c) perch    d) calf    e) copper
What do you mean?  

1. a) lukewarm  
b) tremor  
c) muzzle  
d) stone  
e) quill  
f) plot  
g) vessel  
h) pike  
i) gift  
j) fast

Super Challenge 2

Which is which?  

1. a) currant  
b) leek  
c) cereal  
d) dessert  
e) mussel
2. a) symbol  
b) prey  
c) cord  
d) bored  
e) course

Challenge 3

Which is which?  

1. a) there  
b) they’re  
c) they’re, their  
d) Their, there
2. a) there  
b) they’re  
c) they’re, their  
d) Their, there

What is the opposite?  

1. a) near  
b) fact  
c) convex  
d) proud  
e) generous  
f) negative  
g) vertical  
h) lend  
i) failure  
j) descendant
2. a) unusual  
b) infrequent  
c) inexpensive  
d) unpredicted  

What is the opposite?  

1. a) illegal  
b) immature  
c) impatient  
d) irrational  
e) immodest  
f) illogical  
g) irrelevant  
h) imprudent  
2. a) cowardly  
b) careless  
c) ignorant  
d) admire  
e) trivial